When the Levi-form vanishes at boundary points of a pseudo-convex manifold, more delicate invariants are required to describe the function theoretic properties of the manifold. These are introduced here; the proof of the main theorem and other results, which will be described in more detail elsewhere, are described.
Let M' be a hermitian complex manifold of dimension two and let M be an open submanifold with a smooth boundary, i.e. suppose there exists a C' real-valued function r in a neighborhood of bM, the boundary of M, such that dr $ 0, r > 0 outside of Al and r < 0 inside of M. Given P E bM we are interested in the following questions:
(I) Do (II) Does there exist a neighborhood U of P and a holomorphic function h on U such that {QEUfnlh(Q) = oJ = {P} ? (2) The estimate (1s) is a subelliptic estimate for the a-Neumann problem and it has many far-reaching consequences (see refs. 1 
We consider a fixed point P E bM and a small coordinate neighborhood U of P. Let SO denote the module over CO(U) spanned by L and L where L is a holomorphic tangential vector field on U. Let Sk be the module spanned by £k-1 and Wk-l,, So], where [, ] denotes the Lie bracket. Let Xso -* *-k = (ar Li (io. * *k)), (9) then P of type m means that X(to .ik) (P) = 0 if k < m and XAo m(P) id 0 for some (io... im). We also have:
Observe that X10 is the Levi form. If E Cc(U fln M) n Dom(b*) we can write P = (olW) + VO2W2, with (P2 = 0 on bM.
By a standard integration by parts argument (see ref.
8) we obtain
Z||Lif;|12 + X o10 2dS < C(1fOojI2 +M + II-*.pII2 + llpII2). (2 Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 69 (1972) We also have IILwuII|2 = ||Lijp01J2 + f 0 XI(PiI2dS + ... (13) bM where the dots represent terms that can be bounded by small const zIILiSojII2 + large const 119112. (14) Since X1 2> 0, and since P2 = 0 on bM, the right-hand side of (12) bounds |2o124. It remains to show that it bounds If , but by the above it suffices to show that |22 ||a < const(| |Ll Alp + IIL190II2 + |IL2,pII2 + IkoII2), (15) where 1 
Let S be the surface defined by r = 0 and Im(z2) = 0. \If w is the restriction of z1 to S then near 0, w and ib are complex coordinates of S and we obtain
(20)
Since XIO is nonnegative on S we conclude that m is odd.
Expanding r is a Taylor series and using (19), we have the following result.
We remark that the conditions for the estimate (1,) A detailed account of these matters will appear in ref. 10.
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